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Taipa geography
• Geologically an accumulation of sand 

between two rocky points at the 
mouth of the Taipa River.

• Closely serviced by State Highway 10.
• At the eastern end of the affluent, 

tourist area of Cable Bay, Coopers 
Beach, Mangonui locality.

• Large reserve along the length of 
beach on foredune.

• Significant facilities include Taipa Area 
School, Taipa Beach Resort, Taipa 
Sailing Club and a boat ramp.

• Dwellings a mixture of holiday homes 
and permanent homes.

• Area of historical and cultural 
significance.

• Attracts people due to open spaces, 
sandy beach and proximity to water.

• Sand dunes are breeding area for 
endangered dotterils.



Four pillars of 
the upgrade

Drainage

Amenity

Traffic

Safety and security
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Unsafe 
driving

• Excessive speed along Foreshore Road

• Drivers visiting area to drive through 
puddles at excessive speeds.

• Drivers doing wheel spins (burnouts, 
donuts) within sealed, gravelled and grassed 
areas 

• Drivers sliding/drifting around corners along 
Adamson Road to the west of Foreshore 
Road. 

• Unsafe drivers sometimes originating from 
gatherings at Taipa Point.

• Poorly designed road markings.



Amenity / 
place-making

Amenity values defined in the Resource 
Management Act as:

‘natural or physical qualities and characteristics of 
an area that contribute to people’s appreciation of 
its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural 
and recreational attributes’ 

Potential to significantly improve amenity value of 
the area.



Safety and 
security

• Congregations at Taipa Point area involving 
drugs, alcohol and unsafe driving.

• Start during day and continue into night

• Intimidating atmosphere for visitors



Undesirable feedback loops operating at 
present

Drainage Safety and 
security

DrivingAmenity

• Unsightly ponding
• Damage to road

Driving through puddles 
resulting in larger puddles

Anti-social behaviour 
fuelling unsafe driving

A neglected atmosphere 
attracting negative 
influences / deterring 
positive influence

A neglected atmosphere 
attracting negative influences

A neglected atmosphere 
attracting negative influences / 
deterring positive influences



Stormwater drainage – existing

No formal drainage system – all surface soakage into swales





Reason for drainage system failure 
• Swales being filled with gravel
• Dirt coming off road and clogging soils
• Cars compacting soils and reducing permeability



Reason for drainage system failure 
• Swales being filled with gravel
• Dirt coming off road and clogging soils
• Cars compacting soils and reducing permeability
• Obstruction of flow



Drainage concepts
Refer to page 3 (P2) of handout 
Stormwater to be managed by soakage rather than piping to sea or river.



Carpark drainage concept

Dish drain flowing to catchpit and then  to soakaway



Carpark pavement concept

• Standard seal or permeable pavement
• Permeable pavement would maximise soakage
• Permeable pavement could be used on road too 



Grass berm drainage concept

• Flush edge beams along side of road
• Remove gravel
• Scrape back surficial sand when clogged/compacted
• Stronger rooting ground cover may reduce maintenance 



Drainage concept for grass berm 
- additional soakage in pit

• Catchpit to convey swale overflow to soakaway
• Additional materials and excavation required
• Less maintenance required
• Alternatively use concrete dish drain for more urban feel



Drainage concept for flow obstructions
• Use kerb and channel to direct 

stormwater to catchpit.
• Pipe under obstruction to soakpit



Points for consideration for drainage systems

Balance between current rural feel and urban feel

Advantage of current drainage system Advantage of possible engineered system

Natural aesthetic in keeping with area Tidy

Regular sweeping not required to keep tidy More robust

Less excavation for construction Maintenance required is of a routine nature



Traffic calming

Elizabeth Stacey

Road Safety & Traffic Engineer – Northland Transport Alliance 



Traffic calming describes a 
range of techniques used 
to manage road users and 
the road environment to 
ensure speeds are 
appropriate to the local 
environment and the 
safety of other road users. 

When implemented 
correctly, traffic calming 
offers advantages to 
vulnerable road users, 
encourages modal choice 
and helps manage 
antisocial driver behavior.



Possible options for 
consideration

• Speed limit 
reductions

• Foreshore Road 
closure

• Creation of shared 
space on Foreshore 
Road

• Change priority of 
intersection

• AC speed tables
• Define parking areas
• Cul-de-sac Adamson 

Road
• Additional speed 

tables on Adamson 
Road



Place-making

Christine Hawthorn

Landscape Architect



Amenity/Placemaking Opportunities

 Creation of a unified design, including community engagement and storey telling 
incorporated into the landscape design elements, eg: the design collaboration 
undertaken on the Taipa Bridge

 Realising the full potential of the public reserve areas for all of the community to use,
 Delineation of parking areas to enable more pedestrian friendly seating and play areas,
 Protection of the Pohutukawa trees, including the requ removal of vehicle access from 

under the trees,
 Provide new pedestrian connections along the waterfront through the use of a 2.2m 

wide shared pathway,
 Provide shaded seating areas next to the beach using multi-functional designs,
 Possible inclusion of a playground, BBQ area and additional public toilet next to these 

facilities.
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Surveillance/CCTV

Benefits for the Community

Benefits for the Council

Internet of Things (IoT)

Taipa Beach CCTV-IoT 
Contents

IMAGE HERE



Surveillance/CCTV:

Boat ramp/jetty users (camera with ability to count and at a later 
date do AI analysis of sizes/type of boats using the facility)

Vehicle traffic (for enforcement and counts) to inform parking 
capacity etc.

People Counts (sensors) for toilets and bins etc

Identification of damages/loss or theft to Council assets and 
insurance claims

Antisocial behaviour

Crime prevention

Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Surveillance/CCTV

IMAGE HERE



Benefits:

Utilisation, Types of utilisation, inform future development and 
impact (including environmental)

Identifying Antisocial behaviour

Proactive Crime prevention

Working closer with law enforcement

Greater wireless connectivity – leveraging fibre and smart 
technologies

Improved User experience (use of QR codes, surveillance 
information on Boat ramp congestion etc)

Better individual planning for known live conditions at location.

Benefits for Community 
& Council

IMAGE HERE



Internet of Things (IoT)

IMAGE HERE



What is IoT?

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes the network of physical 
objects—“things”—that are embedded with sensors, software, and 
other technologies for the purpose of connecting and exchanging 
data with other devices and systems over the internet.

Basically, we can provide sensors and other technologies like 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to deliver insights into everyday use cases 
to create an in depth understanding to make better informed 
decisions for bot the Community and Council benefit.

Also included are Smart Devices, for example Smart Rubbish Bins, 
which compact and alert and can even predict (with analysis) when 
they will need to be emptied. 

Provided near real time information around events, issues so 
actionable outcomes can be delivered easier and faster than 
conventional methods.

IoT part 2

IMAGE HERE



Smart Devices

IMAGE HERE



Potential desirable feedback loops 
operating in future

Drainage Safety and 
security

Unsafe 
Driving

Amenity

• Defined edging on 
road to provide 
stormwater 
soakage

• Paved parking area Planted swales acting as 
traffic calming devices

Attraction of positive 
influences

• Installation of cultural features to 
discourage anti-social behaviour

• Installation of features to attract 
people modelling positive behaviour

A more cared for 
atmosphere attracting 
positive influences

Attraction of positive 
influences with safer 
environment


